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ID Function Description 

MARS-2616 

MARS-2588 

Auto Email Fixed: When saving a new auto email and selecting the "---more---" 

option in the list of contacts, or when converting a saved search into an 

auto email, the form would display an alert that no To email address was 

specified. 

MARS-2566 Concierge Fixed: The text field at the bottom of the Concierge Approvals page which 

allows an agent to add a custom message to email which sends these 

approved listing(s) did not display correctly nor show its intended 

placeholder text 

MARS-2426 

MARS-2476 

Contacts Minor changes to the structure of Contact list and details screens, mostly 

under the hood and transparent to end users, save that the Delete 

button for saved searches and auto emails within a contact record have 

been moved to the bottom of the expanded record. 

MARS-2368 Data Checker Integration with CoreLogic's Listing Data Checker now supports separate 

LDC accounts per-association for regionalized MLS systems.  

Requires Configuration 

CORE-1637 Media 

Manager 

Fixed: When dragging listing photos to reorder them, an image's URL 

would get populated into another image's description field if the user 

"dropped" the photo in that field. 

MARS-2635 Navigation Fixed: On responsive pages such as Contacts, clicking an option in the 

main navigation bar such as "Search" would not display the associated 

"index" or "summary" page.  

CORE-2098 OneHome Fixed: Agent photos used in OneHome would expire if nothing in the 

agent's profile or core roster data had been modified in over three 

months.  



CORE-1887 Settings Agent branding fields on the My Information and OneHome tabs now 

support up to 200 characters, rather than the previous limit of 60. 

CORE-2002 Settings The word "OneHome" has been removed from the names of all branding 

fields on the OneHome tab in Settings to avoid minor confusion and 

redundancy. 

DRT-1904 Settings The agent photo on the OneHome tab of My Information now displays at 

a smaller size to more easily see and access the fields beneath it. 

MARS-2594 UX/UI In the Recent Searches list, the blue bar displayed on the left edge to 

identify searches which were created that day has been removed 

because few users understood what it indicated, and a number of 

customers had already removed it via custom styling. 

 


